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Political opportunities in non-democracies: the case of Chinese
weiquan lawyers

Elisa Nesossi*

Australian Centre on China in the World, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia

The present article examines human rights practice by China’s weiquan (‘rights-defence’)
lawyers in the years 2003–2014. Notwithstanding the Chinese authorities’ hostility and
overt repression towards rights defenders, the number of weiquan lawyers has increased
over the past decade. Most of them are able to bring cases to court, publish in foreign
media and cooperate with foreign donors. This article is an attempt to examine why and
how this has been possible. It does so by relying on the theoretical framework of the
political opportunity structure applied to non-democratic contexts.

Keywords: China; human rights lawyers; political opportunities; repression; non-
democracies

Introduction

Since 2003, a scattered group of Chinese lawyers, generally known as weiquan (‘rights-
defence’)1 lawyers has started representing victims of human rights violations and taking
up cases with wide social and political significance. Two decades of rapid economic devel-
opment and social change have been crucial to the development and transformation of
human rights practice in the People’s Republic of China (PRC). On the one hand, the econ-
omic boom experienced by the country has enlarged dramatically the gap between the
richest and poorest members of society, creating social tensions and massive discontent
among various social constituencies. On the other hand, economic transformation has
also facilitated the development of new social forces and created the need for a more
stable legal system; these, in turn, have favoured the rise of a stronger civil society and a
more pluralistic and diversified discourse on law and human rights issues. It is in this
context that at the beginning of the 2000, more rights-aware citizens started to articulate
their causes in human rights terms, providing fertile grounds for the emergence and
strengthening of weiquan legal practice.

In the years 2003–2014, weiquan lawyers have helped to raise public attention on sen-
sitive cases and, eventually, to bring them to the consideration of the courts. Their causes
vary greatly, but they are all ultimately related to the assertion of the rights of the weakest
parties within society, very often against the interests of the Chinese State-Communist Party
(generally referred to as State-Party). They have defended and provided legal aid to Tibe-
tans and Uighurs, Falun Gong practitioners, human rights defenders, families of victims of
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the 2008 Sichuan earthquake and tainted milk powder,2 migrant and rural workers involved
in labour disputes against their employers, victims of environmental pollution, land expro-
priation and house eviction, defendants in sensitive criminal cases and other public interest
cases.

Very often, the significance of the causes they represent extends far beyond the mere
gains of an individual case to larger issues of social justice and equality. For these
lawyers, the truth is that abused citizens deserve justice and the legal system should
provide them with the adequate avenues to have their grievances heard and redressed.
The fact that many such cases do not reach the courts or, when they do, are not won,3

and that those making legal arguments are harassed and maltreated, to them illustrates
the continuing political nature of the official understandings of the ‘rule of law’ and
human rights in China, a reality that they want to denounce and fight against.

In just over a decade, the number of weiquan lawyers has grown exponentially, from the
three prominent names – Xu Zhiyong, Yu Jiang and Teng Biao – involved in the Sun
Zhigang accident – the event that marked the start of the rights defence movement4 – to
a list including more than 100 weiquan lawyers today. The scope of their actions has
expanded as well and has become increasingly complex and diversified, attracting the atten-
tion of media, international donors and civil society groups as well as the ire of the Chinese
government. On the one side, lawyers confront an authoritarian state, in which legal and
political institutions are strictly interdependent and mobilisation5 from below is highly
risky. On the other, they operate amidst the tense state–society confrontations that charac-
terise contemporary China and, in so doing, contribute to the ongoing legal and political
discourse focused on change and reform.

The Chinese authorities have interpreted the actions of weiquan lawyers as a form of
political dissent that could potentially hamper the Communist Party’s legitimacy and
foment social instability. Hence, in 2012, weiquan lawyers figured first in the list of the
‘New Black Five Categories of People’ that threaten China’s social stability and party-
dominated top-down reform.6 Political authorities also have the perception that lawyers
are dangerous in view of their participation in the human rights discourse both at the
national and international levels. Whilst pursuing human rights claims from below, they
become associated with ‘foreign’ ideas concerning human rights, mainly promoted by
the Western organisations they cooperate with.

Yet, the Chinese government has implicitly accepted the fact that weiquan lawyers exist,
bring their cases to the courts and even publish in foreign media. This has meant that
weiquan lawyers have continued to operate notwithstanding the repressive political
environment, the harassment and the various violent abuses they have been subject to.
This article is an attempt to explain why and how this has been possible.

Two intuitive, albeit fairly unsatisfactory, explanations may be given to these vexing
questions. The first implies that weiquan lawyers have been able to operate because the
State-Party has been somehow indulgent towards lawyers and towards weiquan activities,
even opening up spaces for them to act. The second explanation suggests that lawyers have
been responding to an appeal from below. That is, they have been feeling the urge to use
legal tools to protect the innumerable victims of abuses and rights violations perpetrated
by official agencies and private actors (for example, land developers, enterprise owners,
corrupt local officials, police officers). A stronger legal framework, together with an
increased visibility of the incongruence inherent in State-Party actions and more vociferous
media, has created the spaces for the lawyers to act.

This article is an attempt to provide a more elaborate view on the development and
changes in weiquan lawyering activities in the years 2003–2014 by reframing and
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expanding the two broad explanations offered above using the theoretical framework of
political opportunity structure. In particular, the article provides an empirical and theoretical
contribution to the conceptual challenges posed by Osa and Schock when redefining pol-
itical opportunities in non-democratic contexts.7 On the basis of their analysis, I consider
the following variables as political opportunities: increasing/decreasing repression,
divided elites, influential allies, media access/information flows, and social networks.
The case of weiquan lawyers explored here proves the high interdependency of the ident-
ified variables and illustrates how repression, somehow paradoxically, may create new
opportunities for action and, in particular, for change of lawyers’ strategic thinking. This
model offers a valuable tool to interpret weiquan lawyers’ activism in China today, as it
links knowledge and understanding of the social-legal and political structure with individ-
ual and collective choices.

Strictly speaking, this article considers weiquan lawyers primarily in their capacity as
human rights defenders rather than as legal professionals in a context ‘where neither law
is strong nor politics is open’.8 In so doing, it provides a nuanced picture of human
rights practices and discourses in contemporary China, in light of the complex and peculiar
relationships between law and politics, and between state and society.

The political opportunities structure in non-democracies

In a 2007 article, Osa and Schock offer a re-assessment of the conceptual framework
defined as ‘political opportunity structure’, with the aim of responding to its various
critics.9 In particular, they advocate for its ‘resuscitation’ and ‘correction’ to interpret
social movements in non-democracies. Hence, they contend, ‘in non-democratic systems,
political opportunities may be more effective as a theoretical framework because the
sources of political opportunity are fewer and narrower in scope’.10

Specifically, Osa and Schock put forward a number of conceptual propositions to be
tested empirically in non-democratic contexts. First, they claim that in non-democracies,
opportunities for mobilisation may stem from institutional failures, from government
attempts to increase legitimacy through institutional reforms, or from outside the formal
institutions (for example through social networks). Indeed, these circumstances expose
the vulnerabilities intrinsic in institutions that are originally designed to concentrate
power instead of diffusing or sharing it. Second, Osa and Schock argue that in non-democ-
racies alteration in political opportunities is crucial for initiating mobilisation because of the
relatively higher barriers and risks associated with any form of dissent and the limits
imposed on political access and independent activism. Third, they state that ‘in non-democ-
racies, opportunities for mobilization arise from some combination of the following:
divided elites, influential allies, increasing/decreasing repression, media access/information
flows, and social networks’.11 Such variables, they claim, may be highly interdependent.

This article examines weiquan lawyers’ activism by testing the variables identified by
Osa and Schock as part of the theoretical opportunity structure in non-democracies. Indeed,
to date, there has been no attempt to test these assumptions and propositions empirically and
their appeal has not been widely taken up.

In the Chinese context, social movement theories have been used only sporadically to
explain the development of dissent and social organisations. In his 2012 work on social pro-
tests in contemporary China, Chen examines how the rise and routinisation of social pro-
tests is directly facilitated by the State-Party.12 He contends that, in the present Chinese
circumstances, popular contentions are strictly linked to the limits displayed by the
current power structure, and, in particular, to the contradictions and ambiguities within
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state ideology and institutions, rather than to a decline of the state’s capacity. According to
Chen, protesters, in order to be effective, need to be able to develop a ‘strategic pattern of
political opportunism’ that balances defiant activities with actions of obedience.13 In this
context, both changes and continuities in the political system may create opportunities.

Hildebrand adopts a similar conceptual approach to explain the development of
environmental, HIV/AIDS, and gay and lesbian non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
in China. He claims that social organisations have been sprouting because of the ‘policy
windows’ opened by the state when addressing pressing social problems.14 Both Chen
and Hildebrand consider elite divisions and the related opportunities offered by institutional
vulnerabilities and ideological discords, approaching the political opportunity structure as
devised to analyse democratic contexts.15 They both agree that such a framework well suits
the Chinese context where the authoritarian state plays a pivotal role in determining any
form of social activity and any state-society relationships.

Differently from Chen and Hildebrandt, I consider elite division as only one among the
various variables creating the political opportunity structure and I take the variable ‘increas-
ing/decreasing repression’ as the point of departure for analysis. Indeed, while the social
and political circumstances that have led to the emergence of the weiquan phenomenon
have already been discussed among a number of Western scholars,16 very little attention
has been paid to date to the ways in which lawyers respond to repression and the effects
that repression has been having on lawyers’ activism. In addition, relatively little has
been said about the other variables constituting the political opportunity structure in non-
democracies.17

The conceptual paradox of repression

The effects of repression upon human rights activities do not necessarily lead to predictable
outcomes. Tilly explains that repression works by either raising the costs of mobilisation or
by directly suppressing actions.18 However, in non-democracies, studies have demonstrated
that repression may generate three effects on dissent: a negative response, whereby an
increase in repression decreases dissent19; a positive one, whereby repression increases
dissent20; and ‘an inverted-U shaped relationship’, whereby dissent is lowest at low and
high levels of repression and highest at mid-levels of repression.21 While a negative
response is generally the most intuitive, the latter two deserve a deeper explanation.

Osa and Schock identify three main approaches taken to corroborate such puzzling
relations based on three different causal mechanisms at work: the configuration approach,
the strategic approach and the rational choice approach.22 The configuration approach
implies that the effect of repression on mobilisation ‘depends on the broader configuration
of opportunities in which it occurs’. That is, repression may increase or decrease mobilis-
ation depending on the presence or absence of other dimensions of political opportunity.23

The strategic approach assumes that the strategy adopted,24 the range of tactics employed,
the targets of protest and the organisation of the challenge are of central importance in deter-
mining how repression influences mobilisation.

Since challengers and authorities adapt to each other’s action over time, challengers must alter
their tactics to prevent demobilization… Tactical innovation – activists’ creativity in devising
new non-institutional tactics – facilitates continued mobilization despite increasing repression.25

Finally, the rational choice approach is based on the assumption that once a sufficient number
of people overtly criticise and defy the government, the costs of dissent drop and mobilisation
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increases. By joining their voices, dissenters feel united and protected.26 Lohmnann explains
that mobilisation extends when moderate elements of the population realise that the govern-
ment is less legitimate and the cost of silence is greater than the risk of protesting.27

In the case of Chinese weiquan lawyers, repression does not dissolve dissent but clearly
changes its nature and its modalities of expression. As illustrated in the following sections,
weiquan activism highlights how the three approaches are not mutually exclusive and can
be all equally valid. Indeed, lawyers’ activities are made possible by the wider configuration
of opportunities offered to them, by the tactical innovation that repression and group enlar-
gement impose, as well as by a rational choice that weight the costs of dissent against that of
silence.

Political opportunity 1: repression

Fu claims that in today’s China there exists ‘a high voltage line’ between permissible and
prohibited legal practice.28 Punishment and repression result from crossing this line. The
line shifts over time and is drawn differently in dissimilar cases and by various levels of
government, according to the perceived political importance of the relevant case.29

Weiquan lawyers seem to have crossed this line frequently.
The preferred coercive tools involve depriving human rights defenders of their funda-

mental rights through legal and extra-legal means. The key measures taken against weiquan
lawyers and other activists include30: direct actions by the authorities from the Ministry of
Public Security, the local public security bureaus and, in particular, the so-called ‘domestic
security squad’ (guobao), the Ministry of State Security and its police and local governmen-
tal officials; indirect actions, that is measures aimed at restraining or putting pressure upon
weiquan lawyers through their employers, landowners, family, friends and neighbourhood;
legal methods that rely on legal norms and procedures; extra-legal measures, including ‘any
form or degree of punitive response that is beyond legal review and the legality of which is
clearly dubious even by criteria of political crime laws’31; severe action in the form of
‘physical assault, imprisonment beyond a few days, and/or the loss of material resources
for either the resister or persons emotionally significant to the resister, such as relatives,
friends and sympathizers’32; and other milder reactions. Violence, harassment and intimi-
dation of the individuals or their families very often provide the corollary to such measures
and frequently go unreported. While some of these acts may occur only once, others may be
recurrent.

While legal measures may expose the state to public scrutiny and have significant pol-
itical costs, ‘measures operating in the shadow’33 are sufficiently flexible to be used discre-
tionarily by state authorities. Deprivation of physical liberty for example may take the form
of imprisonment,34 ‘residential surveillance’ ( jianshi juzhu)35 and ‘soft detention’
(ruanjin). While imprisonment is regulated by the Chinese criminal legislation, the other
two measures lie in a limbo between legal and extra-legal dimensions. When subject to
‘soft detention’, for example, weiquan lawyers (like other activists) are regularly monitored
and constrained within their homes or in other places often designated by local state security
bureaus.36 In addition to physical segregation in places of detention or at home, their travel
documents can be confiscated and they are routinely prevented from leaving the PRC –
even travelling to Hong Kong may often prove problematic.37

When harassed or ill-treated on account of their human rights-related activities, weiquan
lawyers are often dissuaded or prevented from speaking out or writing about their ordeal.
Their telephones are frequently tapped and their email traffic monitored; they may be
watched and followed by police officers, have surveillance cameras installed near their
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homes and offices and their neighbours may be recruited to monitor them. Invitations to have
tea (qing he cha) with the authorities or ‘being assigned a guard’ (bei shang gang) have
become a fairly common form of intimidation generating the feeling of being constantly
watched over.38 Organisations founded or operated by human rights defenders are
closed,39 their operations strictly monitored, and their sources of funding rigorously con-
trolled, if not cut off. Their offices and homes are recurrently subject to unauthorised searches
and defenders are forced to pay heavy fines for trivial administrative transgressions.40

Weiquan lawyers are also targeted in their capacity as legal professionals. Since the mid-
1990s, the Chinese authorities have been using the annual licence registration to manipulate
the work of lawyers who, if deprived of a licence, are not able to represent their clients in
court. Since 2007,41 various human rights lawyers have seen their licences denied or
revoked because of their handling of sensitive cases,42 and the operations of their law
firms frozen or subjected to administrative sanctions. In addition, lawyers have been
barred from mass cases and ‘discouraged’ from taking up cases concerning ethnic and reli-
gious groups and other sensitive cases.43 They are also warned against participating, or
encouraging their clients to participate, in petitions to governmental offices and contacting
foreign organisations and media.

Years of repression and harassment have not silenced weiquan lawyers. Their strategies
though have been changing to match available opportunities. Until 2011, the responses of
weiquan lawyers to repression took a number of different ad hoc forms depending signifi-
cantly on the nature of the repressive measures as well as on individual attitudes, beliefs and
personal circumstances.44 A number of lawyers – generally not the most radical ones –
reacted with silence and self-censorship. Others with stronger contacts – perhaps IT
savvy rights defenders – found ways to organise effective virtual networks among them-
selves and continue their human rights work both secretly and in the open.

Since 2011

I agree with Fu in noting how 2011 represented a strategic turning point in the lawyers’
approaches to repression.45 While repression has continued, and even intensified at specific
times deemed particularly sensitive by the Chinese government, a number of high-profile
cases demonstrate how weiquan activism has changed. During 2011, lawyer Li Zhuang,
the defender of the Chinese mafia crime boss Gong Gangmo, became a household name
when he was charged, tried and jailed for allegedly helping his client falsify evidence. Strictly
linked to the ‘Strike Black’ campaign against corruption carried forward in Chongqing by the
then Party’s chief Bo Xilai,46 the case against Li was widely regarded by China’s legal world
as a travesty of justice and a significant challenge to the survival of the profession itself. It
spurred intense strategic reflections,47 as it brought out in the open how the law could be
easily manipulated to serve the interests of the most powerful in society against any rule
of law principle. Chinese lawyers – particularly those involved in criminal defence work –
started to reflect more critically on how to become stronger actors in the justice system
and, consciously or not, cooperation and collective actions emerged as a possible answer.

Three other cases are worth mentioning here: the Beihai case, the Xiaohe case and the
Jiangsanjiang case.

The Beihai case

During a murder trial taking place in Beihai (Guangxi Province) between 2010 and 2011,
four defence lawyers seriously challenged the evidence and testimony brought by
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prosecutors as having been obtained through torture. Two of the four lawyers were arrested
for ‘witness tampering’ (Article 306 of the 1997 Criminal Law) and the two others put
under house arrest. The perjury case prompted an outcry among their peers all across
China. More than 20 lawyers, including various weiquan lawyers, formed the Beihai
Lawyers Concern Group and travelled to Beihai to provide legal assistance to their col-
leagues. While there, they were subject to harassment, beatings and obstruction of their
inquiries. That prompted a strongly written letter of protest from the All China Lawyers
Association. The case came to an end only in February 2013, when the court decided
that the evidence provided by the prosecutors in relation to the murder of Huang was insuf-
ficient and the case against the four lawyers was cancelled.

The Xiaohe case

In 2010, Guiyang businessmen Li Qinghong was charged with involvement in organised
crime. Li’s lawyers claimed that the case was procedurally flawed and the evidence fabri-
cated.48 Zhou Ze, one of Li’s defence lawyers, started revealing the details of the case on
Sina Weibo – one of the most popular Chinese microblogs – generating wide attention
among Chinese netizens. On 3 September 2011, he published a letter online asking for
help, which resulted in more than 30 lawyers from all over China joining Zhou’s
defence.49 The lawyers stated that their defence was aimed at protecting not only the defen-
dant’s rights but also the future of the Chinese bar as an independent, functioning part of the
justice system, as well as wider values of human rights and procedural justice.

Throughout the 47-day trial, the defence posted more than 1000 tweets, some even pro-
viding real-time updates during the sessions. In July 2012, Li Qinhong was sentenced to 15
years in prison for leading organised crime. Nonetheless, the cooperation between local
lawyers and outsider lawyers established during the trial was considered fruitful.50

Lawyers from different parts of the country created a cohesive legal team that collabora-
tively worked on the case defence strategy and they established an informal, albeit
highly symbolic, protective network around the local lawyers involved. Several years
later, lawyers still consider the case as an example of the crucial role played by collaborative
work within the wider project of China’s legalisation.51

The Jiangsanjiang case

In late March and early April 2014, a group of lawyers and citizens visited a ‘legal edu-
cation base’ in Jiansanjiang (Heilongjiang Province) that they suspected to be a re-edu-
cation through labour camp – such camps continue to exist despite official abolition at
the end of 201352 – or an illegal black jail.53 As reported by Human Rights in China,
one day after their visit, the local police authorities detained four weiquan lawyers (Jiang
Tianyong, Tang Jitian, Wang Cheng and Zhang Junjie) as well as an unknown number
of citizens. As news of their detention became public, many lawyers and dozens of activists
from different parts of the country travelled to Jiansanjiang to press for the release of the
lawyers and citizens in custody. Several of the visiting lawyers, including a number of out-
spoken weiquan lawyers, also began a hunger strike to protest the authorities’ refusal to let
the lawyers see the detainees held at the Qixing Detention Centre.54 The account by lawyer
Tang Jitian to The Guardian reports a story of violent abuses by the police.55 Lawyer Zhang
Junjie was released first and the other three lawyers only ten days later.

Overall, these three cases demonstrate how, notwithstanding repression, the actions of
weiquan lawyers have become increasingly collective even in areas of work that are
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traditionally more sensitive and problematic like criminal justice.56 They also show the stra-
tegic links that weiquan lawyers have been developing with ‘mainstream lawyers’, the
support they have been able to solicit from the Chinese Bar and the crucial role played
by virtual social networks.

Political opportunity 2: elite divisions, legitimacy and reforms

One of the reasons explaining weiquan lawyers’ resilient activism lies in their awareness of
the divisions, struggles and contradictions inherent among those in power and their ability
to exploit these at times. Paradoxes and ambiguities of the Chinese State-Party started to
emerge already at the beginning of the 1980s when the country – after 30 years of author-
itarian rule – embarked on a process of accelerated institutional, economic and legal
reforms. Drastic changes in various areas of social life and governance exposed flaws
and the intrinsic vulnerabilities of a fairly closed political system.57 In the aftermath of
the Tian’anmen massacre, Western scholars started to warn the international community
against any simplistic understanding of Chinese political power as monolithic and unified.58

As numerous studies on Chinese contentious politics show, the actions of weiquan
lawyers and other human rights activists within China have been directly affected by the
multi-layered structure of the state.59 Their rights assertions have been facilitated by vertical
divisions within the State-Party institutions operating at different levels of authority as well
as by horizontal fissures among various agencies at the same level. Lee explains that the
State-Party’s decentralised legal authoritarianism may generate popular activism ‘by fur-
nishing the aggrieved groups with both the vocabulary and an institutional mechanism to
express their demands and seek redress’.60

Weiquan lawyers have taken advantage of the legal vocabulary that is promoted offi-
cially. The language of law has gradually become an instrument of empowerment for
both the lawyers and their clients. Indeed, one of the main reasons explaining the emergence
of the weiquan movement is the fact that lawyers could exploit the gaps existing between
the legal rights promised officially by the government and their violation in practice.61

Since the early 1980s, the Chinese government has been fervently engaged in enacting
legislation and promoting legal education. As a result, citizens have become more
legally aware, more conscious about their rights and more alerted to the abuses they may
be subject to.62 Government promises and the frequent references to human rights in
public statements and official documents have increased citizens’ expectations as well as
scepticism over official benevolence. Therefore, vulnerable and aggrieved citizens have
felt the need for their voices to be heard and their causes to be fought with various
means, including legal means.

The use of the law both as a concept and as a concrete instrument for claim-making has
brought to light some of the incongruence inherent in the Chinese current power structure,
as well as some of the ‘contradictions and ambiguities between state institutions and ideol-
ogy’.63 Hence, despite the rhetoric of the rule of law – promoted as a fundamental principle
of governance under Xi Jinping64 – legal institutions, including the legal profession at large,
are regarded by Chinese leaders as but one of the many functional departments of the State-
Party.65 As such, they face intractable ethical quandaries and have to choose between
abiding by the national law, upholding values like human rights and the rule of law and,
at the same time, preserving harmony and stability. Judges, for example, are caught in
the difficult struggle of working for justice whilst advancing their careers.66

For years, there has been a debate among lawyers as to whether they should work within
the system or challenge it from the outside; whether and how they should exploit its
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inherent tensions and uncertainties; and whether they are entitled to use the law to achieve
larger political objectives.67 Throughout the decade, responses have been inconsistent.68

Radical lawyers have claimed their full opposition to the system and rejected any form
of collaboration with the authorities. Moderate ones have adopted a more diplomatic
approach and engaged with the authorities in putting forward specific suggestions for
reform.69 According to Fu, the repressive episodes against weiquan lawyers in 2010–
2011 have modified the stakes and changed traditional thinking. Instead of bypassing the
courts and not engaging with legal institutions, ‘there is now a more critical engagement
between judges and lawyers both online and offline. The common understanding is that
the court is now a significant battlefield and a significant entry point into the system and
a platform on which to speak to power.’70 In the Beihai and Xiaohe cases, for example,
the lawyers were quite vocal in defence of their endangered peers because they could lever-
age the legislation and rhetoric by central government authorities on the prohibition on
torture. In particular, they knew that local courts were adjusting their adjudicating practices
in view of the official attention paid to the problem of confession extracted through torture
and the impact that wrongful convictions could have had on judges’ ranking and
promotions.71

Political opportunity 3: influential allies

As in other developing countries and non-democracies,72 Chinese weiquan lawyers have
been able to develop and sustain their activism through the support of influential allies,
in particular, foreign allies. Controlled by the state, potential domestic allies – like the
ACLA and local bar associations – have been precluded from responding to the plight of
weiquan lawyers. International allies, on the other hand, offer resources, information and
political leverage that human rights lawyers would not be able to mobilise on their own
– except in very rare circumstances (such as the Li Zhuang and Beihai cases for example).

International organisations, funding agencies and NGOs – primarily based in Europe
and the United States and sometimes with offices in China – have been providing expertise
and economic assistance to the work of weiquan lawyers. Foreign NGOs have organised
training on international human rights standards (for example, on the prohibition of
torture, freedom of religion,73 freedom of expression), internet security and gender equality.
Some have invited human rights lawyers to travel abroad to attend trainings on human
rights, offering them the opportunity to meet international peers. Within China, they
have also facilitated lawyers’ gatherings in the form of salons and contributed to the
design of lawyers’ lectures to law students in law schools around the country. Foreign reli-
gious organisations – in particular Christian organisations based in the United States – have
offered financial support, legal training and Christian rights education to the numerous
Chinese Christian weiquan lawyers.74 Foreign diplomatic officers and representatives
from international organisations have been frequently meeting rights defenders to under-
stand their working environment and personal situations; they have paid visit to those in
distress, often bringing defenders’ plights to the open in the context of human rights dialo-
gues, official state meetings and through the voice of foreign media.

Alliance with foreigners has not always been easy; hence, it has taken time to develop
and consolidate. Mutual needs had to be understood and re-interpreted to adapt to the local
working circumstances of weiquan lawyers. Indeed, initially lawyers were not used to
working in partnership beside individual networks of friendships and, very often, they
established alliances with foreigners with both parties knowing very little about each
other’s expectations. The language and practices of lawyers were not familiar to foreign
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donors, sometimes creating misunderstandings and a sense of frustration at both ends.
Foreign allies have been approaching weiquan lawyers with ideas about possible projects.
These were shaped by their knowledge of the Chinese circumstances but also by the narra-
tives built by foreign media and human rights groups about the conditions in which such
lawyers were operating. In this context, their aim was that of supporting the nascent
Chinese civil society and contributing to the discourse on liberal rights that was seemingly
happening within China. At times though, international partners have been complaining
about lawyers’ lack of strategic thinking.

Though mostly kept secret, alliances with foreign donors sometimes might have also
increased the level of sensitivity of the activities of weiquan lawyers. The Chinese auth-
orities have associated lawyers’ activities with a sensitive and hostile political agenda pro-
moted by foreign organisations under the guise of human rights protection.

Cases of repression of prominent weiquan lawyers well-known to the international
community prove that international allies do not hold political leverage strong enough to
deter the deployment of coercive measures. Indeed, they are believed ‘to create noise
but, only a politicised and fairly rudimentary noise that does not really have significant pol-
itical weight’.75 Other potentially more powerful allies, like businesses or professional
organisations, have not offered their support to the activities of weiquan lawyers, remaining
silent when repression occurred.76

Political opportunity 4: media access/information flow

Journalism started to develop in China at the beginning of the 1980s77 when cuts in gov-
ernment subsidies led newspapers, magazines and television to enter the free market for
revenue. Notwithstanding the state’s continued control over information and expression,78

the media landscape has become progressively more diversified. Today, with more than
2000 newspapers and 9000 magazines published annually,79 the print media includes pub-
lications with different degrees of independence and outreach, varying from state-owned
newspapers under the strict control of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) (for
example, the People’s Daily and Guangming Daily) and various ministries in the govern-
ment (for example, the Legal Daily and China Public Security Daily) to more independent
ones (for example, Southern Weekend). Marketisation and diversification have facilitated
the development of a public sphere infused with new ideas and values and have played a
crucial role in defining the contours of the politics of justice in China.

Greater transparency has come about with more opportunities for victims and their
advocates to openly reveal information about cases of injustices. Indeed, to generate
revenue, ‘commercial media need story that sell’80 and, ‘legal matters help to sell
papers’.81 It is in this context that investigative journalism emerged in the early 2000s.
Investigative journalism in China entails ‘negative reporting’ about power abuses, official
misconduct and injustices with the aim of ‘asking for accountability, fighting for justice, and
promoting certain visions of justice and equality in society’.82 Investigative journalists,
often working together with lawyers, have reported about legal cases of wider social
impact and political relevance, exposing the wrongs of those in power. Svensson,
Saether, and Zhang explain that disenchanted citizens have sought out lawyers and journal-
ists when other institutions have let them down.83

Notwithstanding their collaboration with investigative journalists, weiquan lawyers and
their most sensitive cases never figure in Chinese domestic newspapers. Thus, the lawyers
have two main channels to make their causes known: foreign journalists and the social
media. Those who work in alliance with international partners may be put in touch with
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foreign journalists who may report about their stories and create awareness and mobilisation
around their causes.84 The majority though mainly rely on social media, including blogs
and microblogs. Indeed, mobile communications enable them to share information
rapidly and bring violations to the attention of the extensive online community.85

Staying one step ahead of the internet censors, bloggers are required to constantly set up
new blogs as old ones are closed down the moment they stray across the ill-defined bound-
aries of what is permitted. In particular, in times of high political tension and when the per-
ceived sense of risk is quite high, lawyers use microblog communication not only to express
their opinions but, crucially, to report to their peers and their followers every event in their
daily life that might be a potential source of risk. For example, in the early months of 2011,
when anonymous calls for a ‘Jasmine Revolution’ were spreading online, or during the
month leading to the 25th Anniversary of the 1989 Tian’anmen protest, weiquan lawyers
were targeted for repression and made to disappear by the authorities. At these times, micro-
blogs like Twitter and Weibo were used by the lawyers to inform their peers and followers
about police visits and ‘invitations for tea’, about the circumstances of their meetings with
the police and, sometimes, the details about their detention.

Political opportunity 5: social networks

In non-democracies, networks offer real opportunities for mobilisation even in the most
repressive circumstances as they stimulate cohesion and create a sense of solidarity and
security.86 In the Chinese context, recent cases of repression have demonstrated how net-
working has become crucial to the survival of human rights lawyering.

The scope of networking between weiquan lawyers and mainstream lawyers has been
changing over time. At least until 2010–2011, the fact that many weiquan lawyers
expressed very critical views of the government and engaged in sensitive political activities
induced mainstream lawyers to distinguish themselves from the weiquan lawyers,
especially from the radical ones, who were perceived as non-strategic and unable or unwill-
ing to identify effective tactics for cooperation with existing institutions at the expenses of
their clients and their own safety.87 After various perceived attacks on the profession – in
the Li Zhuang case, for example – an increased number of lawyers have started to identify a
common professional identity built around shared interests and values. In pursuing the same
objectives of rule of law and accountable government, lawyers are reaching out to each
other and increasingly cooperating in high-impact cases. They are attempting to link
with their peers, with institutional actors and NGOs.88

Weiquan lawyers have often offered support to Chinese NGOs. According to Fu, such
relationships have become stronger and more diversified over time.89 In particular, Fu
identifies two ways of networking with NGOs. The first is led by NGOs themselves.
That is, those well-organised and structured NGOs – Yirenping, for example90 – match
legal expertise with specific legal needs by reaching out to individual lawyers and providing
a platform for legal intervention in public events. Where NGOs lack the necessary capacity,
lawyers tend to be more proactive in connecting with NGOs and identify their particular
legal needs. ‘Lawyers need NGOs to reach the sources of problems so as to bring cases
which are otherwise invisible to legal attention, and NGOs need lawyers to bring new strat-
egies and opportunities on board.’91

The internet has also served as a powerful tool to overcome the isolation of rights defen-
ders from the outside world. While poor language skills still pose a challenge to effective
communication of their experience to an international audience, Chinese human rights
defenders may count on a strong network of civil society organisations that help support
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their cause and spread word about their plight. Indeed, in the last decade, in addition to the
various organisations that have been traditionally working on Chinese human rights issues,
other ad hoc organisations – like China Human Rights Defenders92 or the China Human
Rights Lawyers Concern Group93 – have also been established with the aim of offering
support to human rights defenders and their families.

In addition to virtual networking, Chinese human rights defenders still value ‘real’
discussions and gatherings in restaurants and teahouses. Indeed, China’s many restaurants
with private rooms and the tradition of eating out enable activists to meet and share their
experiences, provided the timing is not ‘sensitive’. Such informal gatherings often take
the form of salons in which information is shared and human rights actions discussed.
Lawyers have also devised a system whereby prominent lawyers travel around the
country to meet their peers in person and discuss matters relating to the cases they are
working on. Leading figures are also offering lectures concerning public interest cases
to law students, in order to create wider knowledge and followers on issues of public
interests.

Conclusions

This article takes up the conceptual challenges posed by Osa and Schock in 2007 in relation
to non-democracies and demonstrates how in the contemporary Chinese context all the five
political opportunity variables – repression, divided elites, influential allies, media access/
information flows and social networks – are highly interdependent and make lawyers’
mobilisation possible notwithstanding the risk of repression. As discussed by Osa and
Shock, changes in relation to one variable reflect on the others and produce a mechanism
of evolving action with new opportunities arising.

Notwithstanding the authoritarian nature of the Chinese government and its ongoing
repression of dissent, mobilisation is actually possible even without a clear and coherent
strategy for action. While it is hard to use quantitative measures to say whether repression
has had a significant impact on the number of lawyers involved in weiquan activities, it is
fairly safe to say that repression has changed the dynamics of mobilisation among weiquan
lawyers, potentially even facilitating the emergence of other opportunities and, as a result,
new forms of mobilisation.

The case study of weiquan lawyers demonstrates that the three approaches devised to
clarify the paradoxical link between repression and increase of mobilisation – the configur-
ation, the strategic and the rational approach – are all equally valid and useful in explaining
why and how repression changes the forms of dissent. In the case of weiquan lawyers,
repression triggers lawyers to create strong alliances with their peers, with the foreign
community of donors and with domestic and foreign NGOs; it makes them also heavily
reliant on journalists. With time, it has made lawyers reflect critically on their strategies
and on the difficult relationship between law and politics that exists when supporting the
causes of the weakest parties in society. Furthermore, to prove Lohmann’s argument,
repression, when extreme and unjustified, has raised the attention of domestic professional
associations and provided the opportunity to create new alliances with domestic ‘main-
stream’ peers who consider the costs of repression less onerous than the ones attached to
silence.
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